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Abstract
Maximum distance holey packings (MDHPs) of type gn with block size k, MDHP(2,k; n; g)’s,
are equivalent to optimal (g+ 1)-ary (n; k; 2(k − 2) + 1) codes. This paper surveys some recent
developments concerning MDHPs including new results and various construction techniques.
A number of further questions are also discussed. ? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction and background
In the past decade, packing designs with certain prescribed properties such as cyclic
packings, directed packings and holey packings have attracted considerable attention.
This is not only due to a desire in design theory itself but also motivated by the
construction of some kind of codes such as optical orthogonal codes, deletion=insertion-
correcting codes and multi-ary constant weight codes (see, for example, [3,7,9,15,16,27,
30,31]).
In this paper, a survey is presented of some of recents concerning maximum distance
holey packings (MDHPs).
Typically, a (v; k; 1) packing design (or packing, in brief) is a pair (X;B) where X
is a v-set (of points), and B is a collection of k-subsets (called blocks) of X such
that any pair of distinct points from X occurs in at most one of blocks. If we remove
one or more sub-packings, we obtain a packing with holes. Following [29], a (ng; k; 1)
packing with n holes of g points which are disjoint and spanning is referred to as a
holey packing (HP) with block size k and type gn, or a k-HP of type gn. We give a
formal deAnition below.
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Let k; g and n¿ k be positive integers. A k-HP of type gn is an ordered triple
(X;G;B) where X is a gn-set (of points), G is a partition of X into n holes (or called
groups) of g points, and B is a collection of k-subsets (called blocks) of X such that
any pair of points from distinct groups occurs in at most one of blocks and no block
contains two distinct points of any group. In the particular case where g=1, a k-HP
of type gn is nothing else than a standard (n; k; 1) packing.
In graph theoretic terms, a k-HP of type gn is a decomposition of the complete
n-partite graph Kg;g; :::; g into copies of the complete graph Kk in which some of edges
are allowed not to be used. The multipartite graph spanned by all edges which are
not used is referred to as the leave of the packing. When the leave is empty, then the
packing is exact and known as a group divisible design (GDD) with block size k and
n groups of size g.
Let PN(2; k; n; g) denote the packing number, that is, the maximum number of blocks
in a k-HP of type gn. It was proved in [27] that the value of PN(2; k; n; g) is upper
bounded by BN(2; k; n; g), namely,
PN(2; k; n; g)6BN(2; k; n; g); (1)
where
BN(2; k; n; g)=

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⌊
ng
k
⌊
(n− 1)g
k − 1
⌋⌋
− 1 if (n− 1)g ≡ 0 (mod k − 1) and
n(n− 1)g2 ≡ 0 (mod k(k − 1));⌊
ng
k
⌊
(n− 1)g
k − 1
⌋⌋
otherwise:
Closely related to holey packings is a class of constant weight codes (brieKy, CWCs).
By a (g + 1)-ary (n; k; d) CWC we mean a code over an arbitrary alphabet Q with
minimum Hamming distance d, in which every codeword has length n and Hamming
weight k.
Now given a k-HP of type gn with BN(2; k; n; g) blocks, without loss of gener-
ality we may assume its point set X = In × Ig and group set G= {{i} × Ig | i∈ In}
where Im= {1; 2; : : : ; m}. For each block {(i1; j1); (i2; j2); : : : ; (ik ; jk)}, we construct a
codeword of length n whose coordinate it has value jt (16 t6 k) and the other
coordinates have zero value. This creates a (g + 1)-ary (n; k; d) CWC, C, over al-
phabet Zg+1, where |C|=BN(2; k; n; g). When g=1, we must have d=2(k − 2) + 2.
When g¿ 1, the derived code might have any minimum Hamming distance d between
(k − 2) + 1 and 2(k − 2) + 1, which is usually the actual case in the known construc-
tions for k-HPs of type gn. The value of d depends on how the blocks cut across the
groups.
Conversely, given a (g + 1)-ary (n; k; 2(k − 2) + 1) CWC, we can form a k-HP
of type gn by reversing the above process, which has at most BN(2; k; n; g) blocks
by (1).
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The above discussion leads us to deAne a useful generalization of an HP called a
maximum distance holey packing (MDHP), which was introduced by Yin et al. [27].
A maximum distance holey packing, MDHP(2; k; n; g), is deAned as a k-HP of type
gn with g¿ 1 and BN(2; k; n; g) blocks whose derived code has minimum Hamming
distance d=2(k− 2)+1. In what follows, a (g+1)-ary (n; k; 2(k− 2)+1) CWC with
g¿ 1 is said to be optimal if it has BN(2; k; n; g) codewords. Thus, we can state the
fundamental relation between CWCs and HPs into the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Yin et al. [27]). For any integer g¿ 1; the existence of an MDHP
(2; k; n; g) is equivalent to the existence of an optimal (g+ 1)-ary (n; k; 2(k − 2) + 1)
CWC.
By the deAnition of an MDHP(2; k; n; g), we also have
Theorem 1.2. Let g¿ 1 be an integer. Then a k-HP of type gn is an MDHP(2; k; n; g)
if and only if it contains BN(2; k; n; g) blocks and satis:es the following ‘transversal’
property:
any two of its blocks can meet at most two common groups if they share a common
point; and at most three common groups if they are disjoint.
When k =3, the transversal property can be reduced as
any two of its blocks can meet at most two common groups if they share a common
point.
Corollary 1.3. An MDHP(2; k; n; g) can exist only if n¿ (k − 2)g+ 2.
It is remarkable that the study of optimal (g+1)-ary (n; k; 2(k − 2)+ 1) CWCs was
initiated by Etzion. To construct such codes, Etzion made use of special GDDs known
as generalized Steiner triple systems, GS(2; k; n; g) [11]. A GS(2; k; n; g) can be now
deAned as an MDHP(2; k; n; g) which is exact, that is, its leave is empty.
One can easily see that a GS(2; k; n; g) can exist only if the parameters g; k and n
satisfy n¿ (k−2)g+2, (n−1)g ≡ 0 (mod k−1) and n(n−1)g2 ≡ 0 (mod k(k−1)). For
any given k, there are many values of g and n which do not satisfy these congruence
conditions. Therefore, the notion of an MDHP(2; k; n; g) is a useful generalization of a
GS(2; k; n; g).
The remainder of this survey paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2–5, we de-
scribe various construction techniques regarding MDHPs. Section 6 contains the known
existence results and a number of further questions. For the sake of uniformity, when-
ever the notation MDHP(2; k; n; g) is used throughout what follows, it is understood to
include the exact case. If the notation GS(2; k; n; g) is used, it is implied that we are
dealing with the special MDHP. A familiarity with basic design-theoretic is presumed.
What follows is a list of notation that will be used, for their deAnitions the reader may
refer to [1,8,20].
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K-GDD of type T the group divisible design (GDD) of block sizes
from K where T is a list of sizes of its groups and
usually denoted by an exponential notation.
k-GDD of type T the K-GDD of type T with K = {k}.
TD(k; n) the transversal design (TD) of block size k and
group size n.
B(K; 1; v) the pairwise balanced design (PBD) with block sizes
from K and order v.
B(k; 1; v) the balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) with
block size k and order v.
k-RGDD the resolvable k-GDD.
B(K) the set of all positive integers v for which a
B(K; 1; v) exists.
K-IGDD of type (g+ u; u)n the incomplete GDD (IGDD) of block sizes from
K , namely, a K-GDD of type (g+ u)n missing a
sub-design, a K-GDD of type un.
2. Direct constructions
Constructing directly a maximum distance holey packing is a rather diNcult task due
to its transversal property. One therefore made some simplifying assumption to assist
the search. The common one is to assume that the MDHP to be constructed admits an
automorphism group with a suitable order. An obvious fact is that an MDHP(2; k; n; g)
cannot exist admitting an automorphism group of order ng, unless it is exact, namely,
a GS(2; k; n; g). However, numerical considerations suggest that an MDHP(2; k; n; g)
could exist admitting an automorphism group whose order is a common divisor of ng
and BN(2; k; n; g). To construct directly such an MDHP, one may adopt a complicated
application of the familiar method using diOerence families as in the construction of
BIBDs and standard packings (see, for example, [8,28]), where a suitable abelian group
is taken to be the automorphism group of the MDHP. Instead of searching all blocks
for a given MDHP, one needs only to search a set of base blocks and then utilize them
to generate the block set. Presenting this construction in a very general form is likely
to cloud the ideas involved, so we restrict our attention to the case where k =3; g=3
and n is even.
Assume that we are to construct an MDHP(2; 3; n; 3) with an even n based on point
set X =Z3n . Let its group set be G= {{j; j+n; j+2n}: 06 j6 (n−1)}. It is readily
calculated that BN(2; k; n; g)= n(3n−4)=2. The leave of such an MDHP is a one-factor
of the complete n-partite graph K3;3; :::;3 based on Z3n. To required block set we could
do as follows.
Choose an appropriate integer c∈Z3n\{n} so that c divides 3n and 3n=c divides
BN(2; 3; n; 3). We then try to And a family of r=BN(2; 3; n; 3)=(3n=c) triples (called
base blocks) in Z3n, say S= {{xi; yi; zi}: 16 i6 r}, such that the following two prop-
erties are satisAed:
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(1) every integer of Z3n\(H ∪ {3n=2}) occurs in the diOerence list D in exactly c
times, where D=
∑r
i=1{±(xi − yi);±(yi − zi);±(zi − xi): 16 i6 r} and H is the
additive subgroup of Z3n spanned by n.
(2) for any integer x∈Z3n\(H∪{3n=2}), if x= ai−bi ∈D (i=1; 2; : : : ; c), then a1; : : : ; ac
form a complete system of residues modulo c.
If there may be found such a family S of base blocks, then it gives us a 3-HP of type
3n with BN(2; 3; n; 3) blocks whose leave consists of edges {j; j + 3n=2}; j=0; 1; : : : ;
(3n=2) − 1. The required blocks are obtained by developing these base blocks (+c;
mod 3n), that is, each base block is added cyclically by c (mod 3n) and generates 3n=c
blocks. The automorphism group in such a design is a cyclic group of order 3n=c.
Now, we need to see how we can ensure that an MDHP(2; 3; n; 3) is produced by
the above construction, namely, the 3-HP of type 3n satisAes the transversal property:
any two blocks which share a common point cannot intersect at three common groups.
Careful inspection yields the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let n be even and S a family of base blocks as above. Then the devel-
opment of S (+c; mod 3n) forms an MDHP(2; 3; n; g) i< S satis:es two additional
properties:
(3) for any base block; say {x; y; z}; if x ≡ y (mod c) or y ≡ z (mod c) or z ≡
x (mod c) is true; then x − y ≡ y − z ≡ z − x (mod n) is false;
(4) for any two distinct base blocks; say {x; y; z}; { Px; Py; Pz}; none of the following
systems of congruences holds:
x ≡ Px (mod c) or y ≡ Py (mod c) or z ≡ Pz (mod c) and
x − Px ≡ y − Py ≡ z − Pz (mod n);
x ≡ Px (mod c) or y ≡ Pz (mod c) or z ≡ Py (mod c) and
x − Px ≡ y − Pz ≡ z − Py (mod n);
x ≡ Py (mod c) or y ≡ Px (mod c) or z ≡ Pz (mod c) and
x − Py ≡ y − Px ≡ z − Pz (mod n);
x ≡ Py (mod c) or y ≡ Pz (mod c) or z ≡ Px (mod c) and
x − Py ≡ y − Pz ≡ z − Px (mod n);
x ≡ Pz (mod c) or y ≡ Px (mod c) or z ≡ Py (mod c) and
x − Pz ≡ y − Px ≡ z − Py (mod n);
x ≡ Pz (mod c) or y ≡ Py (mod c) or z ≡ Px (mod c) and
x − Pz ≡ y − Py ≡ z − Px (mod n):
Note that the further additional property (3) guarantees that any two blocks which
share a common point and lie in the same orbit of blocks cannot cut across the same
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three groups. Property (4) assures us that so do for any two blocks which come from
diOerent obits.
With the aid of a computer, the present author, Lu and wang [27,21] found many
MDHPs with block size 3 using Theorem 2.1, which play an important role in solving
completely the existence of MDHP(2; 3; n; g)’s with g∈{2; 3}. The signiAcance of the
idea presented in Theorem 2.1 is that it can be generalized to obtain other types of
MDHPs. It is not necessary that the automorphism group of resultant MDHP is cyclic.
Furthermore the point set may also be taken as a group plus certain inAnite points.
For the special case where the MDHP(2; 3; n; g) to be constructed is a GS(2; 3; n; g),
we can say more. When the design possesses an automorphism group isomorphic to
Zng, we may assume that zero occurs in every base block, as usual. Taking c=1 in
Theorem 2.1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let H be an additive subgroup of Zng spanned by n and r= g(n−1)=6.
Suppose that there exists a family of base blocks S= {{0; xi; yi; }: 16 i6 r} which
satis:es the following properties:
(1) {±(xi − yi);±xi;±yi: 16 i6 r}=Zng\H ;
(2) if n ≡ 0 (mod 3); say n=3t; then {xi; yi} ≡ {t; 2t} unless {xi; yi}= {gt; 2gt} for
any i (16 i6 r);
(3) for any two distinct base block {0; xi; yi}; {0; xj; yj}; none of the following sys-
tems of congruences holds:
xi − xj ≡ yi − yj ≡ 0 (mod n);
xi − xj ≡ yi ≡ −yj (mod n);
xi − yj ≡ yi − xj ≡ 0 (mod n);
xi − yj ≡ yi ≡ −xj (mod n);
xi ≡ yi − xj ≡ −yj (mod n);
xi ≡ yi − yj ≡ −xj (mod n):
Then an MDHP(2; 3; n; g) exists.
It is worth mentioning that a diOerent statement of Theorem 2.2 and its proof was
Arst presented in a paper by Phelps and Yin [19]. Chen et al. [5] further simplify the
search of the desired base blocks. They construct the desired base blocks by way of
frame starters. We give a brief description below.
Let G be Zhn or Zn × Zh and H a subgroup of G with order h, where nh − h is
even. A frame starter in G\H of type hn (simply, FS(hn)) is a set of unordered pairs
S= {{xi; yi; }: 16 i6 (nh−h)=2} such that the following two properties are satisAed:
(1) {xi: 16 i6 (nh− h)=2} ∪ {yi: 16 i6 (nh− h)=2}=G\H ;
(2) {±(xi − yi): 16 i6 (nh− h)=2}=G\H .
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From an FS(hn) one may easily get a 3-GDD of type (3h)n (P; G; B) as follows:
P=G × Z3, G= {G1; G2; : : : ; Gn}, Gj =Hj × Z3, Hj is the jth coset of H in G, and
Bi = {(xi; 0); (yi; 0); (0; 1)}, 16 i6 (nh − h)=2, B=
⋃
16i6(nh−h)=2 {Bi + (a; b): a∈G;
b∈Z3}. It is clear that the resulting GDD has an automorphism group isomorphic to
the additive group of G × Z3. For a GS(2; 3; n; 3h), the frame starter S is required to
have the following additional property: the pairs
{〈yi − xi〉n; 〈−xi〉n}; {〈xi − yi〉n; 〈−yi〉n}; {〈xi〉n; 〈yi〉n}
for 16 i6 (nh− h)=2 are pairwise distinct, where 〈x〉n= j when x∈Gj. SpeciAcally,
〈x〉n ≡ x (mod n) when G=Zhn, and 〈(x; t)〉n= x when G=Zn × Zh. Denote such
an special FS(hn) by ∗FS(hn). The construction can then be stated in the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.3 (Chen et al. [5]). If there exists a ∗FS(hn); then there exists a GS
(2; 3; n; 3h).
Taking h=2, a ∗FS(hn) gives a GS(2; 3; n; 6). A number of ∗FS(2n) are constructed
directly in [5]. Some of them are obtained by a multiplier. However, Theorem 2.3 does
not work for the case when h=2 and n ≡ 2 or 3 (mod 4), since a FS(2n) cannot exist
for such a value of n (see [10, Theorem 2:14]), and hence neither can a ∗FS(2n). To
deal with this case, Chen et al. in [5] further generalized the notion of a frame starter
by employing the idea similar to that in Theorem 2.1.
According to Theorem 1:3 in [10], we can know that the existence of a FS(hn) is
equivalent to the existence of two holey symmetric latin squares of type (hn), which
are as “orthogonal” as possible. In addition to Theorem 2.3, Phelps and Yin, Blake–
Wilson and Phleps established many direct constructions for GS(2; 3; n; g)’s by using
special latin squares in a smart way. We do not mention the details here, the interested
reader may referred to [18,2].
3. Product constructions
Product constructions (or weighting constructions) of GDDs date back to Wilson
[22], and have been frequently used in construction of GDDs. Taking a glance at the
bibliography, we can know that a lot of GDDs are known to exist (see, for example,
[13,4,26]). It is natural to consider the possibility of using this technique in construc-
tions of MDHP(2; k; n; g)’s.
The weighting technique needs a master GDD to start with and also some small
GDDs as input designs in order to end up with a new GDD. Unfortunately, the resulting
GDD may not have the transversal property even though all input GDDs have. The
reason is that the master GDD may have two blocks which cut across either more than
three common groups, or more than two common groups and share a point in common.
If this is the case, the corresponding two input GDDs must violate the transversal
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property. This analysis suggests how we generalize the weighting method to end up
with a special MDHP(2; k; n; g), namely, GS(2; k; n; g). There are two diOerent ways
that we can employ.
The Arst way is that we enforce the transversal property on the master GDD. This
leads the following deAnition.
A GDD is referred to as a maximum distance GDD if it satisAes the transversal
property. In the sequel, a maximum distance K-GDD will be denoted by K-MDGDD.
Using this notation, a GS(2; k; n; g) is a {k}-MDGDD of type gn.
With the notion of a K-MDGDD, we have
Theorem 3.1. Let (V;G;B) be a K-MDGDD with groups G1; G2; : : : ; Gn. Suppose that
there exists a function w :V → Z+ ∪ {0} which has the property that for each block
B= {x1; x2; : : : ; xt}∈B; there exists a {k}-MDGDD of type (w(x1); w(x2); : : : ; w(xt)).
Then there exists a {k}-MDGDD of type (∑x∈G1 w(x); ∑x∈G2 w(x); : : : ;∑x∈Gt w(x)).
The condition of Theorem 3.1 is rather strong. But if we restrict k to be 3, then it may
be relaxed by replacing a K-MDGDD with a K-GDD in which any two intersecting
blocks meet at most two groups in common. For this case, the construction was Arst
developed in a paper [5] by Chen et al.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1, we obtain the following product con-
struction.
Theorem 3.2. If a K-MDGDD of type ht and a GS(2; k; u; g) for every u∈K all exist;
then there exists a GS(2; k; t; gh).
A further specialization of Theorem 3.1 is as follows.
Theorem 3.3. If both a GS(2; u; t; h) and a GS(2; k; u; g) exist; then there exists a
GS(2; k; t; gh).
The second way is that we relabel the group of the resultant GDD so that its
groups are labelled exactly by the points of the master GDD. This produces a new
GDD missing certain disjoint sub-GDDs arisen from the groups of the master GDD.
To complete a GS, some more appropriate ingredients are needed. The construction
presented below can be found in [27].
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that the following designs exist:
(1) a K-GDD of type ht ;
(2) a GS(2; k; u; g) for each u∈K ;
(3) a GS(2; k; h; g).
Then there exists a GS(2; k; ht; g).
A simple modiAcation of Theorem 3.4 gives rise the following product con-
struction.
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Theorem 3.5. Suppose that the following designs exist:
(1) a GS(2; k; t; g);
(2) a TD(k; h);
(3) a GS(2; k; h; g).
Then there exists a GS(2; k; ht; g).
We point out that if we take h=1 in Theorem 3.4, we then have the following PBD
construction, whose proof for k =3 can be also found in [19].
Theorem 3.6. Let T = {n: there exists a GS(2; k; n; g)}. Then T is PBD closed; that is;
B(T )=T .
Finally, it should be emphasized that there is no hope obtaining the product con-
struction similar to Theorem 3.1 for general MDHPs.
4. Singular product constructions
Singular product constructions, both singular indirect product (SIP) and singular
direct product (SDP), have been proved to be quite useful in dealing with existence
problems of various designs. The technique was used in a early paper by Mullin et al.
[17] and is by now well known.
To extend the singular product constructions to MDHPs, Wang et al. [21] deAned
the notion of incomplete MDHPs. We state its deAnition in a general form below.
An incomplete maximum distance holey packing, denoted by IMDHP(2; k;
(n+w; w); g), is a quadruple (X; G1;G2;B) where X is a (n+w)g-set (of points), G1 =
{G1; G2; : : : ; Gn+w} is a partition of X into n+ w point classes (called groups) of size
g; G2 = {H1; H2; : : : ; Hw} ⊆ G1 and B is a collection of k-subsets (called blocks) of
X which satisAes the following properties:
(1) each block of B intersects each group of G1 in at most one point;
(2) no block contains two distinct points of Y =
⋃w
i=1 Hi (i.e. Y is a hole);
(3) every pair of points {x; y} from distinct groups, such that at least one of x, y is
in X \Y , occurs in at most one block;
(4) w¿ 0 and g(n+w−1) ≡ g(w−1) ≡ d (mod (k−1)) where d is a certain integer
satisfying 06d6 (k − 1);
(5) the number of pairs of points from distinct groups, not both in Y , which do not
occur in any block of B is exactly dng=2;
(6) the transversal property is satisAed.
Roughly speaking, an IMDHP(2; k; (n+w; w); g) is an MDHP(2, k; n+w; g) missing
a sub MDHP(2; k; w; g), in which the structure of both MDHPs are similar. Properties
(4) and (5) are so crucial that almost all known techniques such as SIP and SDP
may also work for IMDHP. This idea has been proved to be very useful in solving
standard packing problem (see [28]). It is important to observe that when w=0 or 1,
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an IMDHP(2; k; (n + w; w); g) is an MDHP(2; k; n; g). However, the converse is not
always true.
By a simple counting we can easily prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. An IMDHP(2; k; (n+w; w); g) contains BN(2; k; n+w; g)−BN(2; k; w; g)
blocks.
Proof. By deAnition, the total number of blocks in an IMDHP(2; k; (n + w; w); g) is
(g2(n+w)(n+w− 1)− g2w(w− 1)−dng)=k(k − 1). Since g(n+w− 1) ≡ g(w− 1) ≡
d (mod (k − 1)), we have
BN(2; k; n+ w; g)− BN(2; k; w; g)
= g(n+ w)(g(n+ w − 1)− d)=k(k − 1) − gw(g(w − 1)− d)=k(k − 1):
The conclusion then follows from the fact that
(g2(n+ w)(n+ w − 1)− g2w(w − 1)− dng)=k(k − 1)
is an integer.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1, we also have
Theorem 4.2. If both an IMDHP(2; k; (n+w; w); g) and an MDHP(2; k; w; g) exist; then
so does an MDHP(2; k; n+ w; g).
Remark. If g(n+w−1) ≡ g(w−1) ≡ 0 (mod (k−1)), then IMDHP(2; k; (n+w; w); g)
is a GS(2; k; n+w; g) missing a sub GS(2; k; w; g), in which the subdesign need not be
presented. Such special IMDHPs have been extensively used by a number of diOerent
authors (see, for example, [5,19,25,27]).
In conjunction with the notion of an IMDHP, we can establish more general singular
product constructions.
Theorem 4.3 (SDP). Suppose that the following designs exist:
(1) a K-GDD of type ht ;
(2) a GS(2; k; u; g) for each u∈K .
(3) an IMDHP(2; k; (h+ w; w); g);
Then both an IMDHP(2; k; (ht + w; h + w); g) and an IMDHP(2; k; (ht + w; w); g)
exists.
Furthermore; if an MDHP(2; k; h+w; g) or an MDHP(2; k; w; g) exists; then so does
an MDHP(2; k; ht + w; g).
Proof. Let (X; Y; G; B) be the given K-GDD. Employing the same manner as in
Theorem 3.4, a k-GDD of type ght missing t disjoint sub-GDDs of type gh with
the group set {{x} × Ig: x∈G}; (G ∈G) can be formed. It satisAes the transversal
property. However, for an IMDHP, some more blocks are needed to be added to the
resultant design. To do this, take a set S of extra gw points and then partition it into
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w groups of size g :H= {Hi: i=1; : : : ; w}. Distinguish one group, say G˜, and then for
any other group G ∈G, construct an IMDHP(2; k; (h+w; w); g) with group set {{x} ×
Ig: x∈G} ∪H where S is its hole. Note that the existence of given designs implies
that g(ht+w−1) ≡ g(h+w−1) ≡ g(w−1) (mod (k−1)). The above construction does
yield an IMDHP(2; k; (ht+w; h+w); g). If we further place an IMDHP(2; k; (h+w; w); g)
on G˜ × Ig ∪ S. The result is an IMDHP(2; 3; (ht + w; w); g). Thus the Arst conclusion
holds. The second one follows from Theorem 4.2.
Similarly, we can prove the following.
Theorem 4.4 (SDP). Suppose that the following designs exist:
(1) a GS(2; k; t; g);
(2) a TD(k; h); and
(3) an IMDHP(2; k; (h+ w; w); g);
Then both an IMDHP(2; k; (ht + w; h + w); g) and an IMDHP(2; k; (ht + w; w); g)
exist.
Furthermore; if an MDHP(2; k; h+w; g) or an MDHP(2; k; w; g) exists; then so does
an MDHP(2; k; ht + w; g).
We refer either of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 as SDP. It will be clear from the context
which applies. If we start with an IGDD and utilize the similar argument in Theorem
4.3, we then have the following SIP construction.
Theorem 4.5 (SIP). Suppose that the following designs exist:
(1) a K-IGDD of type (h+ v; v)t ;
(2) a GS(2; k; u; g) for each u∈K ; and
(3) an IMDHP(2; k; (h+ v+ w; v+ w); g);
Then there exists an IMDHP(2; k; (th+ tv+ w; tv+ w); g).
Furthermore; if an MDHP(2; k; tv + w; g) exists; then so does an MDHP(2; k; th +
tv+ w; g).
5. Constructions using disjoint latin squares
In [11], Etzion presented the following two product constructions, which are diOerent
from those we have so far described.
Theorem 5.1 (Etzion [11]). Suppose that there exist a GS(2; 3; h; g) and a 3-GDD
of type gt whose blocks can be partitioned into r sets S0; : : : ; Sr−1; such that the
transversal property is satis:ed for any Sj (06 j6 r − 1); and r6 h. Then there
exists a GS(2; 3; ht; g)
Theorem 5.2 (Etzion [11]). Suppose that there exist a GS(2; 3; h; g) and a 3-GDD
of type gt whose blocks can be partitioned into r sets S0; : : : ; Sr−1; such that the
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transversal property is satis:ed for any Sj (06 j6 r− 1); and r6 h− 1. Then there
exists a GS(2; 3; t(h− 1) + 1; g).
If we use a 3-RGDD of type gt to replace the 3-GDD in the above constructions,
then each of its r parallel class can be taken as an Sj where r= [g(t−1)=2]. Therefore
we have the following theorem which was stated in [6].
Theorem 5.3. If there exists a GS(2; 3; h; g) and a resolvable 3-GDD of type gt with
[g(t−1)=2]6 h or h−1; then there exists a GS(2; 3; th; g) or a GS(2; 3; t(h−1)+1; g);
respectively.
Chen et al. [6] extended Etzion’s idea by using disjoint incomplete Latin squares.
A Latin square of side n, LS(n), is an n × n array based on some set S of n
symbols with the property that every row and every column contains every symbol
exactly once. An incomplete Latin square, ILS(n + a; a), is a LS(n + a) “missing” a
sub LS(a). Without loss of generality, we may assume the missing subsquare, or hole,
is at the lower right corner. By (i; j; s)∈ ILS(n + a; a) we mean the entry in the cell
(i; j) is s. Let A1; A2 be two ILS(n+ a; a)’s on the same symbols. A1 and A2 are said
to be disjoint if (i; j; s1) =(i; j; s2) for any (i; j; s1)∈A1, (i; j; s2)∈A2.
To illustrate the concept, we give the following example.
Example 5.1. The following two ILS(3 + 2; 2)s, A1 and A2, are disjoint.
A1 =


0 3 4 1 2
4 2 3 0 1
3 4 1 2 0
2 1 0
1 0 2

 ; A2 =


3 4 0 2 1
2 3 4 1 0
4 1 3 0 2
1 0 2
0 2 1

 :
Let us now turn to Chen et al.’s construction in [6]. The main goal of their paper
was to And GS(2; 3; n; 5)’s. However, the construction can be strengthened to obtain
general MDHPs by way of IMDHPs. So we state it in a stronger form as follows.
Theorem 5.4. Let m; n; t; u and a be integers such that 06 a6 u¡n. Suppose the
following designs exist:
(1) t pairwise disjoint ILS(n+ a; a);
(2) a 3-GDD of type gm with the property that all blocks of the design can be
partitioned into t sets S0; S1; : : : ; St−1; such that the transversal property is satis:ed
for any Sj (06 j6 t − 1);
(3) an IMDHP(2; 3; (n+ u; u); g).
Then there exists an IMDHP(2; 3; (c; d); g); where c=m(n+ a)+ u− a; d=ma+
u− a. Further; if there exists
(4) an MDHP(2; 3; ma+ u− a; g);
then there exists an MDHP(2; 3; m(n+ a) + u− a; g).
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Recently, Wu and Zhu, and Lei et al. established the following existence results on
pairwise disjoint ILS(n+ a; a)’s to which one can apply Theorem 5.4 as ingredients.
Lemma 5.5 (Lei et al. [14] Wu and Zhu [23]). For any given positive integer n and
integer a satisfying 06 a6 n; there exist n pairwise disjoint ILS(n + a; a)’s; if and
only if (n; a) =(2; 1) and (6; 3).
Finally, we note that from Lemma 5.5 there exist t pairwise disjoint LS(n)’s when
t6 n. Taking a=0 in Theorem 5.4, we have the following construction which is
similar to Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 5.6. Let m; n; t; and u be integers such that 06 u¡n. Suppose t6 n and
the following designs exist:
(1) a 3-GDD of type gm with the property that all blocks of the design can be
partitioned into t sets S0; S1; : : : ; St−1; such that the transversal property is satis:ed
for any Sj(06 j6 t − 1);
(2) an IMDHP(2; 3; (n+ u; u); g).
Then there exists an IMDHP(2; 3; (mn + u; u); g). Further; if there exists an
MDHP(2; 3; u; g); then there exists an MDHP(2; 3; mn+ u; g).
6. Some recent results and further questions
To the present author’s knowledge, the known existence results are mostly for k =3
to date. Motivated the construction of the multi-array constant weight codes, Etzion
[11] Arst made investigation into the existence of generalized Steiner system. In that
paper, Etzion established a number of general results. He also observed that
Lemma 6.1. The necessary conditions for the existence of GS(2; 3; n; g) are:
(1) if g ≡ 0 (mod 6); then n¿ g+ 2;
(2) if g ≡ 3 (mod 6); then n ≡ 1 (mod 2) and n¿ g+ 2;
(3) if g ≡ 2 or 4 (mod 6); then n ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 3) and n¿ g+ 2;
(4) if g ≡ 1 or 5 (mod 6); then n ≡ 1 or 3 (mod 6) and n¿ g+ 2.
Many authors contributed to the suNciency. Phelps and Yin [18] made a thorough
study of GS(2; 3; n; g) for g ≡ 3 (mod 6). They proved that such designs exist if and
only if n ≡ 1 (mod 2) and n¿ g + 2 with a handful of possible exceptions of n
for each g. By a complicated argument, Blake–Wilson and Phelps [2] established the
asymptotical suNciency.
Theorem 6.2 (Blake-Wilson and Phelps [2]). For any :xed g; the necessary condi-
tions on n described in Lemma 6:1 for the existence of a GS(2; 3; n; g) are asymptot-
ically su>cient.
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Clearly, the term “asymptotically suNcient” in Theorem 6.2 remains to be speciAed.
For small values of g, much progress has been made. We state the related results
below.
Theorem 6.3 (Etzion [11]). There exists a GS(2; 3; n; g) for g=2 if and only if n ≡
0; 1 (mod 3) and n¿ 4 with one exception of (g; n)= (2; 6).
Theorem 6.4 (Etzion [11]). There exists a GS(2; 3; n; g) for g=3 if and only if n ≡
1 (mod 2) and n¿ 5.
Theorem 6.5 (Phelps and Yin [19]). There exists a GS(2; 3; n; g) for g=4 if and only
if n ≡ 0; 1 (mod 3) and n¿ 6.
Theorem 6.6 (Chen et al. [6]). There exists a GS(2; 3; n; g) for g=5 if and only if
n ≡ 1; 3 (mod 6) and n¿ 7.
Theorem 6.7 (Chen et al. [5]). There exists a GS(2; 3; n; g) for g=6 if and only if
n¿ 8.
Theorem 6.8 (Wu et al. [25]). The necessary conditions for the existence of a GS
(2; 3; n; g) are also su>cient for g=7; 8.
Theorem 6.9 (Phelps and Yin [18]). The necessary conditions for the existence of a
GS(2; 3; n; g) are also su>cient for g=9.
With regard to the problem of existence of an MDHP(2; 3; n; g) in which either
(n − 1)g ≡ 0 (mod 2) or n(n − 1)g2 ≡ 0 (mod 6); only the case where g=2 or 3 was
completely settled.
Theorem 6.10 (Yin et al. [27]). There exists an MDHP(2; 3; n; 2) whenever n ≡
2 (mod 3) and n¿ 8.
Theorem 6.11 (Wang et al. [21]). There exists an MDHP(2; 3; n; 3) whenever n ≡
0 (mod 2) and n¿ 5.
A computer search shows that an MDHP(2; 3; 5; 2) cannot exist. Summarizing the
results of Theorems 6.3, 6.4, 6.10 and 6.11, we can know that an optimal (g+ 1)-ary
(n; 3; 3) CWC exists iO n¿ g + 2 with g∈{2; 3} excepting (g; n)= (2; 5)
or (2; 6).
Turning to the case k¿ 4, we mention the following two existence results, which
are obtained by using Weil’s theorem on character sum estimates.
Theorem 6.12 (Wu and Zhu [24]). For any prime power v ≡ 7 (mod 12); there exists
a GS(2; 4; v; 2) except v=7; for which there does not exist a GS(2; 4; 7; 2).
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Theorem 6.13 (Ge and Wu [12]). There exists a GS(2; 4; v; 3) for any prime v ≡
1 (mod 4) and v¿ 13.
Finally, let us remark that we have so far touched upon some of constructions
and recent results concerning MDHPs. However, this is by no means an exhaustive
coverage. Determination of those parameters k, n and g for which an MDHP(2; k; n; g)
exists is a very diNcult combinatorial problem. Despite the vast amount of energy
spent on the problem, the existence of an MDHP(2; 3; n; g) is still widely open. This
is a challenge for future work. We now close by listing some of further questions that
appear to us to be of interest.
(1) Find an IMDHP(2; 3; (8; 2); 4) and an IMDHP(2; 3; (11; 5); 4) and then apply the
foregoing constructions to show that an MDHP(2; 3; n; 4) exists whenever n ≡
2 (mod 3) and n¿ 6.
(2) Complete the existence problem for an MDHP(2; 3; n; 5)’s.
(3) Prove that for any Axed g, there is a constant N (g) such that an MDHP(2; 3; n; g)
exists for all n¿N (g).
(4) Establish some more constructions for MDHP(2; k; n; g)’s.
(5) Find several inAnite classes of MDHP(2; k; n; g)’s for k¿ 4.
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